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There is a large literature [4-7,9-11, 13, 141 on the theory and construction of 
sets of mutually orthogonal frequency squares. In most of these papers, 
properties of statistical designs have been utilized to obtain many of the results. 
In the present paper we give a completely different construction based only upon 
polynomials over fin% fields. In particular, we exhibit sets of Year polynomials 
over finite fields that represeni comple te sets of mutually orthogonal frequency 
squares of prime power order as first constru aghavarao, and 
Seiden in [7] using symmetric factorial designs. e pairwise orthogonaiity will be 
shown by using elementary properties of orth steins of polynomials over 
finite fields as deveiopeci by KiederreikI- ifi [Z). 
24 f-nrlfmr.v cauare F(n; AI, . . _ , 4Ah ravy-rim-, L1--- _ A,) of order n is an IZ x 12 array consisting of 
the numbers 1,2, . . . , m with the property that for each i = 1, . . . , m, the 
number i occurs exactly iti times in each row and in each column. Clearly 
+A,andanF(n;l,..., 1) frequency square is a Latin square. In [l] 
ullan determined the number of frequency squares of order n s 6 for 
all frequency vectors moreover an isot of frequency 
-_i:--Y-_rr- ‘gas &kr~rccpA p DqUaAWti u.Y”ilrL-+ S-C all values of #“*. _-~-- yat and Seiden 
frequency squares have numerous tatistical properties and as a re j there 
recently been considerable interest in various aspects of the ory of 
frequency squares. 
Two frequency squares &(n ; Al, . 
$3 OtihQf$Qn2! if “ipzl superposition 
es for E=l,..., j=l,...,mx- 
squares is said to be ogonal if 4 is ort 
0 set of mutually eJ 
88, Elsevier Science oIland) 
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frequency squares, considerable attention has been focused by a number of 
authors on the problem of constructing such sets of mutually orthogonal squares. 
To give a flavor of the type of results that are available in the literature, the 
reader should consult 14-7, 9-11, 13, 141. any of these constructions are based 
upon properties of statistical designs, for example on symmetric factorial 
experimental design theory. 
In the present paper, while we do not construct any new complete sets of 
squares, we give a new procedure for the construction of complete sets of 
mutually orthogonal frequency squares which is completely independent of the 
theory of statistical designs. In particular if I divides s, we give a set of 
polynomials which represents a complete set of mutually orthogonal 
F(p”;A,. . . , A) squares, where A =p(i’-l)sn with p prime. Our construction has 
the advantage of providing a simple way to construct such a set of fkeqnency 
squares by exhibiting a class of linear polynomials over the appropriate finite 
field. It will be clear that this general approach of polynomial representation can 
also be applied to a variety of other types of combinatorial problems as well. 
es 
I.,et GF(Q) denote the finite field of order 4. Following Niederreiter in [ 121, we 
say that a polynomial f(xl, . . . , x,J with coefficients in GF(q) is a permutation 
polynomial in n variables over GF(q) if the equation f(xl, . . . , XJ = a has 
exactly q”-’ solutions ic [GF(@r for each a! E GF(q). More generally, we say 
that a system fi(xl, . . . , x,), . . f (x,, . . . , x,) of polynomials with 1 s m s n is l Y m 
orthogonal in G (4) if the system of ecpuations &(X1, . . . , xn) = &i (i = 1, . . . , m) 
has exactly q”-” solutions in [GF(q)]” for each (cu,, . . . , (U,) E [GE&)jm. 
& iniKsc&d h., “J iU;g&yrp{+nr J. Pirrr--.s- 4_%‘-,-’ ifl m. the system 
f( 1 Xl, l l l 9X,)9 f (X19 0 l l 9 l **9 m xn j is orthogonal if &and only if for all 
(b . , bm) E [GF(q)]” 
b,;F,(x,, 
with (b:, - _ i , bm) + (0) . . . , 0), the polynomial 
l l l 9 xn) + l l l + bmf,(xl, l l , x,) is a permutation polynomial in n 
variables over GF(@. For further properties of permutation polynomials and 
orthogonal systems, the reader should see [12] and [8, Chapter 71. 
In [7] it was shown that if ill = l l l = A, = 1, where Am = n, then the maximai 
vake of d in a corn 
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GF(p” j_ now prove 
The (p” - l)“/(p” - 1) polynomials 
over GF(p”‘), where 
(a) (al, l . . 9 ai) # (0, . l = 9 O), 
(b) (ai+l,...,azi)#(O,-..,O), 
(c) No two sets of a’s are nonzero GF(pS/‘b multiples of each other, i.e., 
( al, . . . , a&)#e(al,. . . , a2), for any e # 0 E GF(pS”) 
represent a complete set of mutually orthogonal F(p”; A, . . . , A) j+equency 
squares, where A =p(i-lb’i. 
of. There are clearly t = (p” - 1)2/(ps’i - 1) polynomials over GF(pS”) de- 
fined by (I) and conditions (a), (b), and (c). Label the p” rows of the square with 
all i-tuples ( jI, . . . , ji) over GF(pS”). Similarly label the p” columns with all 
i-tuples (ik,, . . . , ki) over GF(p”/‘). 
We rnTv nGw view an F$p”; A, . . . , A) frequency square with A = p(i-l)s’i and 
m =psfi as a function f : [GF(P”/“)]~ + GF(p’“), where the element in row 
. 
(1 l,. . . , ji) and column (k,, . . . , ki) of the frequency square becomes the 
element 
. 
f(J 1?---9 19 j- k!, . . . 9 ki) E GF(pSI’). 
That the function f~Ol,__.,Q2~(xI, . . . , x2) =f;o~(xl, . . . , x2) represents an 
F’(p”; a, . . . , A) square with A =p (i-lb’i follows from the fact that if (j,, . . . , ji) is 
fixed, then 
f( (a) r’b . . . , ji,Xi+l,. . . ,X~)=cY 
clearly has exactiy pti- ‘J++ ” solutions in [GF(p”“)]’ for each or 6 GF(pS”), so that in 
row (ja , . . . , jJ, each element of GF(p”‘) is picked up exactly p(i-l)s’i times. 
Simi’larly for any fixed column (ire,, . . . , ki), each element of GF(;p”‘) is picked 
up exactly p C-W times so that indeed fi&, . . . , x2) represents an 
F(,p”; A, i . . , X) frequency square with A = p(i-l)s’i. 
Clearly the frequency squares represented by fi =j&&, . . . , X2i) and fi = 
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Let (b,, b2) # (0,O) E [GF(P”)]~. If b1 = 0, then b2f2 is a permutation polyno- 
mial since b2 # 0 while if b2 = 0, then b,fi is a permutation polynomial in 2i 
variables. Suppose bib2 # 0 so b,fi + b2f2 is a permutation polynomial unless all 
2i coefficients vanish, in which case biai = -62aj for j = 1, . . . ,2i, i.e., unless 
a; = -bZQj/bl W/=2,..., 2i, a contradiction of condition (c). 
form an orthogonal system and the proof is complete. Cl 
The ps - 1 polynomials j&I, x2) = axI +x2 with a # 0 E GF(p”) 
mplete set of p” - 1 mutually orthogonal Latin squares of order p”. 
The construction in Corollary 2 is with different n-station, clearly the same as 
that originally given by Bose in [1] for a complete set of ps - 1 mutually 
orthogonal Latin squares of order p”. 
As an illustration of our construction, consider the 9 polynomials over GF(2) 
given ?!y 
f( 1 Xl 9 l l l ? x4) =x1 +x3 
f( 2X1,=-, X4) = Xl +X4 
f( 3X1,.**, X4) = Xl +x3+x4 
ft 4’x1, . . . , x4j = X2+X3 
f( 5X1,-*, x4)=x~-+x2+X3 
f( 6X1,--, x4)= x2 +x4 
f,(XlP l 4 l 9 X4) = Xl -i-X2 +X4 
f( 8X1,=-t X4) = X2 +X3+X4 
f( 9 Xl, . . . , X4)=Xlf~:2+Xj+X4 
It is easily checked that these polynomials represent the complete set of 9 
ogonal P(2’; 2,2) frequency squares given by Schwager, Federer, 
il4, Table IVa, p. l&l]. In particular 4 represents the ith square 
Gnrn loft tn right in their lict *i-e&i& i-__i* ii ‘_d _ ;__ ______ _ii=_ 1-1~ q~llp-~t!m~ of pnlynnmials represents a 
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( x19 . . . , x,) can be written in the form 
P(Xl, . ;. , xm) = f(lS ” l l - ’ m Bl (B r,...,~m)~[GF(q)]m 
x [l - (x, -- /?#+I = l l [1 - (xm - rs,)@]. (3) 
Using (3) it is indeed possible to reduce the number of variables in the 
polynomials constructed in eorem 1 by working over extension fields of 
GF(p”“). VVhile we will not go into all of the details here, one could proceed as 
follows. Let r(d) denote the number of divisors of the positive integer 
divides s suppose we have a polynomial 
f( Xl,*-, xu) : [GF( psfi)lz - GF( a”). 
By working over various extension fields between GF(pS”) and GF(p&), 
d. If i 
such a 
polynomial can be replaced by any one of z(2ij polynomials that yield the same 
values in GF(pS”). 
To be more specific suppose k divides 21”. The field GF(pk”lfi) is a vector space of 
dimension k over GF(p”“) so we may choose a basis /II,, . . . , j!Sk so that each 
element of GF(pk”‘) can be uniquely written as CI& + l l l + a& with each 
aj E GF(p”I’). Partition the 2i-tuple (x1, . . . , .x2J into 2i/k blocks, each of length 
k so that each 2Auple over GF(p”/‘) corresponds to a unique 2ilk-tuple over 
GF(pk”“). Define 
fk : [GF(P~‘~)]~~ - GF(pbti) 
bY 
fk(xlh + l ’ ’ +xklgk,Xk+lS1+"'+XZkSk,=..,XZi-k+lSl+"'+nY2iSk) 
= f( Xl,=-*, QiI* 
She ,B1 can b _ e assumed to be 1, we have fl = f. Clearly the function fk will map 
into GF( p”), 8 subfield of GF(pbii), since f maps into GF(p”“‘). 
function fk can be represented by a unique pUlyllUllla1. --L-*---:nl Uammn tkn mfilmnmin& in 11bllb‘Q CAL_ YV’J I.u.*L--*” e-m 
2i variables over GF(p”“) defined in Theorem 1 can be replaced by polynomials in 
2i/k variables over the extension field GF(p&“). 
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